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Towards self-tuning residual generators for UAV control surface fault
diagnosis
Mogens Blanke1,2 and Søren Hansen1
Abstract— Control surface fault diagnosis is essential for
timely detection of manoeuvring and stability risks for an
unmanned aircraft. Timely detection is crucial since control
surface related faults impact stability of flight and safety.
Reliable diagnosis require well fitting dynamical models but
with the high cost of detailed modelling and wind tunnel
testing, it would be highly desirable if good diagnosis could
be obtained with very generic models that are adapted to
individual conditions of aircraft and of its operation. This paper
presents an approach where a basic generic model is applied
and necessary parameters in residual generators are identified
on the fly. Initial estimates of parameters are known from
off-line analysis of previous flights. The paper analyses how
such self-tuning residual generators are combined with change
detection to obtain timely fault diagnosis. The paper investigates
the parameter convergence and detection properties for the
suggested combination of identification and change detection
techniques and shows design aspects and trade-offs to be made
to make this scheme an effective and robust system for diagnosis
or even prognosis. Results are verified using a number of test
flights with different members of a population of UAVs that
have inherent model uncertainty from one member to another
and from one flight to another. Events with actual faults on
control surfaces demonstrates the efficacy of the approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
When models of static and dynamic behaviours are available, fault detection and isolation rely either on generation
of parity relations and associated residuals or on estimation
of parameters and check of whether parameters exceed given
bounds. When models are not available with any satisfactory
accuracy, or are just quite uncertain, but a basic model
structure is known from first physical principles, self-tuning
of detection filters and parameters for change detection
would be ideal.
Traditionally fault diagnosis is approached by either parameter identification methods or change detection based on
residuals that would ideally be zero in no-fault cases. The
two approaches are dealt with in considerable detail in the
rich literature on fault diagnosis. Extended Kalman filters
that estimate parameters and states could be employed for
adaptive fault diagnosis, but success of the EKF techniques
depend on knowledge on process and noise characteristics.
The innovations formulation [1] and extension to nonlinear
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cases in [2] dealt with this issue by estimating Kalman
gains directly. Particle - and unscented filter approaches have
approached state and parameter estimation with success also
in non-Gaussian cases, but the algorithms become rather
heavy and simpler techniques that could make use of crude
models with low number of parameters would be preferred if
they at the same time provide robust schemes for diagnosis.
A direct combination of parameter estimation and change
detection in a self-tuning scheme appears appealing. A combined treatment of adaptive methods and change detection
was provided in [3] and references herein. An approach that
combines parameter identification and residual evaluation
was presented in [4] where an analytic design was achieved
of a robust fault detection scheme, that takes both the noise
in the online measurements as well as the identification
uncertainty into account. However, the assumption here was
the fault detection was considered a residual generation and
evaluation problem aiming at additive faults.
With the wide penetration of autonomous technologies,
very visible in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), fault diagnosis and remedial actions to faults become essential
for safety. This paper therefore exemplifies a self-tuning
diagnostic approach on critical actuator and control surface
faults on UAVs. Extensive research has been conducted for
UAVs related to control surface faults and failures. These include [5] and [6] where the focus was on how faults directly
affect the UAV’s ability to maneuver. Reconfigurations of the
control and guidance systems were done to accommodate the
reduced capabilities of the aircraft. The FDI was achieved by
using an extended version of multiple model adaptive estimation (MMAE). The faults were modelled as an unknown
signal controlling the actuators, which were then estimated
by extended Kalman filters in the enhanced MMAE method.
A structural analysis approach to diagnosis was considered
in [7] where additive faults were diagnosed on sensors and
actuators. In [8] FTC for a small UAV subject to control
surface faults was investigated. The authors estimated the
reduction of UAV’s flight envelope and used active FDI to
isolate faults on the control surfaces. Methods using linear
parameter varying (LPV) methods were dealt with in [9]. The
relevance for manned aircraft is obvious and was treated in
[10], [11],[12].
This paper considers the possibilities of arriving at a selftuning scheme for diagnosis and exemplifies the findings
with thorough analysis of data from aerial vehicles in cases
without and with faults or failures in control surfaces. The
issues considered include: the choice between detection of
change of parameters or change in residuals or a combination

of both; assessment of model order and of normal ranges
of parameters; selection of change detection method and
thresholds for hypothesis testing with specified false alarm
probability; dealing with non-ideal signal properties, not
Gaussian and not uncorrelated. This paper is a generalisation
and unified treatment of first approaches presented in [13]
and [14]. The paper considerers an UAV with ailerons and
elevators for control, a rudder is not present. Records from
actual flights are used for illustration of the self-tuning
approach.
II. C ONTROL SURFACE FAULT MODEL

B pa (U)δa [k]

Aqe (U)q[k] =

Bqe (U)δe [k]

(1)

Ara (U)r[k] = Bra (U)δa [k],
where A and B are polynomials in the discrete time delay
operator. With air speed a dominant parameter in the LPV
model, air speed system fault diagnosis is essential. The was
the topic dealt with in [15].
A. Rough model for diagnosis
When actuator faults occur, the steady properties of Eq.
(1) are mainly affected. A static model in p and q, with AX
structure in r , Eqs. (2) to (4), where b pa , bqe and cra are bias
terms and a pa , aqe and ara are gain factors, hide literally all
dynamics except for the integrating effect between the aileron
and yaw rate in the bra term,

p[k] = a pa (U)δa [k] + b pa

(2)

q[k] = aqe (U)δe [k] + bqe

(3)

r[k] = ara (U)δa [k] + bra (U)r[k − 1] + cra .

(4)

This approach separates the lateral and longitudinal states
since the aileron is only related to roll and yaw and the
elevator is related to pitch.
Equations (2) to (4) can be described on the form,
y[k] = ϕ [k]T Θ [k] + e[k],

y[k] =

(6)

p[k]


δa [k]
ϕ [k] =
1


a pa
Θ [k] =
.
b pa

(7)
(8)

To estimate parameters online, a recursive least squares
(RLS) is a simple choice with the following recursive implementation,
Θ[k − 1]
ε[k] = y[k] − ϕ [k]T Θ̂

The common first-principles model of an aircraft gives the
well known 6 degrees of freedom dynamic and kinematic
description. To facilitate this model knowledge about force
and torque coefficients must be obtained for the involved
aircraft and this information is not always available for
cheaper UAV’s. For control surface fault diagnosis the important feature is the relationship between surface deflection
and angular rates. Using p, q, r for body rates in roll, pitch
and yaw, respectively, and control surface deflections δa for
ailerons and δe for elevators, dynamic relations take the
following generic form in a linear parameter varying model
with air speed U being the dominating parameter. A discrete
time ARX representation is,

A pa (U)p[k] =

with e[k] being the un-modelled behaviour. For (2) the
parameters would be:

(5)

P[k] =

−1

λ f P[k − 1]

(9)
T −1

ϕ [k]
+ ϕ [k]ϕ

Θ[k] = Θ̂
Θ[k − 1] + P[k]ϕ
ϕ [k]εε [k].
Θ̂

(10)
(11)

In this, λ f is the forgetting factor and P[k] is the estimator’s
covariance. The initial value of P[k] can be determined from
some average of test flights: running the estimator for data
from steady wings-level flight without faults would give an
a-priori value of P[k]. Alternatively, on-line estimation would
be possible using standard techniques [16].
The forgetting factor is tunable and this is one of the
parameters to be considered when combining parameter
identification with residual evaluation for diagnosis. Control surface defects will give rise to rapid change in the
input/output signals and hence in the prediction error (9) and
subsequently appear as a parameter adaptation to the faulty
case.
B. Properties of residuals and parameter identification
Three residuals are formed based on (9), the prediction
error between measurements and estimates. The individual
residuals employ R pa from (2), Rqe from (3) and Rra from
(4),
p[k] − a pa δa [k] − b pa

R pa

=

Rqe

= q[k] − aqe δe [k] − bqe

(13)

Rra

= r[k] − ara δa [k] − bra r[k − 1] − cra .

(14)

(12)

The development over time for these three residuals is
shown in Fig. 1 for a flight where an aileron fault developed
and caused the loss of the UAV.
C. Distribution of residuals
When residuals generated for UAV’s are sampled at frequencies below 10 Hz (here 5 Hz), fast dynamics is not
captured and the source of uncertainty is not only wind and
measurement noise but also the result of motion in a normal
manoeuvring pattern. This causes the distribution of residuals
to deviate from Gaussian or Gaussian mixture. By running a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the residuals it was found that
they follow the Laplacian distribution given by.


|x − a|
1
exp −
(15)
p(x; a, b) =
2b
b
where a is the median and b is the scaling. The distribution of
residuals has an impact on the derivation later on of change
detector.
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in order that standard theoretical results for the commonly
adopted Neyman-Pearson test (log likelihood test over a window of observations) hold for distribution of test statistic and
thereby for threshold determination, false alarm probability
and probability of detection, see eg. [17].
The Neyman-Pearson test distinguish hypothesis H1
(fault, associated with parameter vector θ1 ) from hypothesis
H0 (no fault, associated with parameter vector θ0 ) from a
vector of observations x
p(x; θ1 )
> γ,
(16)
p(x; θ0 )
With distribution of individual observations x[k] being
p(x[k]; H0 ), the distribution of the vector of observations is
N

p(x; H0 ) = ∏ p(x[k]; H0 )

Fig. 1. Time development of the three residuals from a flight where an
aileron fault developed shortly before mission aborted.

only if the IID condition is met. Otherwise, conditional probabilities p(x[k]|x[k − 1], ...; H0 enter into the calculation of
p(x; H0 ) and make the distribution calculable for Gaussian
cases but not for general distributions.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of raw residual Eq. (14) before and after fault on aileron
Calculated from flight data.

D. Correlation structure
In many real-life cases, and also the one at hand, raw
residuals are far from white, as seen from the power spectrum
and autocorrelation in Fig. 3.
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(18)

where F(z−1 ), and C(z−1 ) are polynomials in the delay
operator z−1 , then, provided C(z−1 ) is Hurwitz, the original
residual, ri (k) for brevity, would be whitened to riw [k] by
riw [k] =

F(z−1 )
ri [k]
C(z−1 )

(19)

1

10

z(k)
whiteness level

Two set of measures are available for hypothesis testing,
the test statistics based on non IID residuals and the estimates
of parameters.
A. Change detection based on GLRT test statistic

0.5

Fig. 3.

ri [k] =

III. H YPOTHESIS TESTING
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Whitening of residuals is a standard procedure but it
contains uncertain elements. If a discrete time scalar residual
ri [k] was generated through an auto regressive moving average (ARMA) model by a scalar process e[k] with independent
increments,

Standard identification methods can be used to determine
the polynomials in the ARMA model Eq. (18). However,
C(z−1 ) need be restricted to have eigenvalues within the unit
circle and it would be desirable to be able to avoid whitening.
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Discrete time residuals are required to meet a condition
that samples are independent and identically distributed (IID)

Since the magnitude of change are not known, changes in
the three residual signals are detected using the Generalised
Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT). The nominal case, H0 , for
the residuals is when their median value a is close to zero. A
median different from zero indicates a discrepancy between
the aircraft model and the measurements, which in turn
indicates a fault. Fig. 2 shows histograms of residuals based
on flight actual without and with a fault.

TL probability plot (no fault)

The two hypothesis for fault detection are,
(20)

H1 : a 6= 0

(21)

A test statistic for the Laplacian distribution for changes in
the median a, can be formulated as follows,
!
b̂0
TL (xx) = N log
>γ
(22)
b̂1
The form of GLR detector is fixed once the overall
problem has been fixed, i.e. the self-tuning does not include
choice of GLR detector. The essential parameter, the window
size M in the GLR detector is, however, included as a
parameter subject to self-tuning. The exact form of the GLRT
for Laplacian distribution was derived in [18].
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pW (g; H0 )dg;

(23)

where pW (g; H0 ) is the PDF of the Weibull distribution
for the GLRT statistics under H0 .
Estimation of the Weibull parameters v0g and β0g is
obtained under H0 as pW (g; H0 ). The threshold for a desired
(low) false alarm probability PFA is then obtained from,
 β0g !
γ
(24)
1 − PFA = 1 − exp −
vog
Then the threshold γ is,
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Fig. 4. Probability plot for test statistic, TL , for flights of aircraft with no
faults. The dashed line is the estimated distribution.

B. Threshold selection for test statistic
When the IID condition is not met, the threshold value
γ can still be chosen from false alarm and detection probabilities. The threshold γ is selected to obtain a sufficiently
low false-alarm rate PFA with the Weibull distribution of the
GLRT statistic as:
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Fig. 5. Histograms for parameter estimates. Blue is H0 , red is H1 for
aircraft with an aileron fault.

1

γ = v0g (− ln PFA ) β0g

(25)

Fig. 4 shows a probability plot of data for flights without
faults and an approximating distribution, the parameters
of which are easily calculated by standard methods. The
threshold is determined from the approximating function
extrapolating into the tail of data.

detection probability could clearly be better as there would
be a noticeable amount of h1 data within the threshold limits.
Fig. 6 shows the development of parameter estimates
before and during development of an aileron failure. Fig. 7
shows parameter convergence and confidence intervals during no-fault operation.

C. Change detection based on parameter estimates

D. Classification based on joint probability

The parameter estimation over time of a mission is somewhat dependent on properties of the aerial vehicle itself.
As a simple effect, fuel consumed during the flight may
change the centre of gravity of the vehicle and require torque
compensation by an offset in elevator angle that develops
enroute. Histograms of the parameter estimates enroute the
selected test flight are shown in Fig. 5. Data after the aileron
fault develops are shown in red.
Common approaches to alarm levels for parameter deviation form normal are to trigger an alarm if a parameter
deviated more than 3 to 6 σ from its mean value. If choosing
this approach, the aileron fault would clearly be detected, but

Combining the two detectors provide the false alarm
probability,


PFA (g, fSφ 2 θ ) , PFA g > γg ∩ fSφ 2 θ > S




= PFA g > γg | fSφ 2 θ > S PFA fSφ 2 θ > S .
The effect of combined hypothesis testing can be
a 
significantly reduced
false alarm probability. If

PFA g > γg | fSφ 2 θ > S ' PFA (g > γg ), PFA (g, fSφ 2 θ ) '


PFA (g > γg ) PFA fSφ 2 θ > S , but data are not available
to make this conclusion at a rigourous level. At a heuristic
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n
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where I = g : g ≥ γg ∩ fSφ 2 θ : fSφ 2 θ ≥ S . This
computation would need the joint distributions for behaviours
under normal conditions with the natural variation of parameters and when faults occur. A real failure was present in
the data used as an example in this paper, but further study
is required of behaviours of different types of faults before
being able to make conclusive statements about detection
probabilities for real life cases of faults.
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level, however, a significant improvement of the use of the
combined detectors is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the data set. It
is clearly much easier to distinguish between the H0 and 1
cases when making the hypothesis based on both parameter
and residual evaluation than on any of the two as individual
tests.
Selecting thresholds for the combined parameter and
residual evaluation ideally should require consideration of
detection probability as well,
Z
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fault.

Time development of test statistic, TL , for aircraft with an aileron

Fig. 10 shows the result of combined detection using
both violation of parameter window and overrun of GLRT
threshold. Requiring that both criteria are fulfilled generates
zero false alarms on the test data set and it detects and alerts
faster than any of the individual (single source) hypothesis
tests.
The result of classification for hypothesis testing using the
combined tests for change of parameter and the change in
the GLR test statistic provide very promising results.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrated some steps towards self-tuning
fault diagnosis and exemplified the approach by control
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surface fault diagnosis for a particular type of unmanned
aerial vehicle. Data from these UAVs in regular service
illustrated the methods with cases where control surface
defects developed in the air.
The paper showed how self-tuning could be employed to
obtain adaptation to flight parameters while retaining the
capability to detect faults. Change detection was applied to
residuals alone, and to residuals combined with parameter
estimates. The combination of the two tests appeared to
possess superior quality with respect to classification and
early detection. The threshold used for change detection was
estimated to obtain a desired false alarm probability, the
threshold was determined through estimation of parameters
in the distribution of the test statistics. The approach appeared quite promising indeed from assessments made on
real flight data.
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